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1 Introduction

Ontologies of biological terminology have been created to provide a model of biological concepts that
can be used to integrate heterogeneous information sources such as multiple databases [1, 3, 5]. An
ontology has several usage in computational linguistics such as building a large semantic dictionary
of the field that can be used for query expansion in information retrieval and deep natural language
understanding of the texts in the domain. We aim to construct an ontology to model biomolecular
reactions in human. The ontology will be used by biological event information extraction systems
from online research papers and documents.
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Figure 1: Elements of Ontology.

2 Method

An ontology is a description of concepts and their relations in a domain. Relations include generic re-
lations such as taxonomy (is-a relation), synonymy, meronymy (part-of relation) and domain-specific



relations such as is-a-substrate-of, is-coded-by. We construct an ontology by building a set of tax-
onomies whose nodes are linked with each other by relations other than is-a relation. Such a system
is naturally modeled by type hierarchies with attribute-value structures and represented by typed
feature structures used in HPSG and other unification-based natural language processing systems [2].
We assume that there is a special attribute called linguistic realization that links a concept and the
names it is denoted by. Our model of concepts and linguistic realizations are illustrated in Fig. 1.

The ontology is being implemented on a typed-feature manipulation language LiLFeS [4]. LiLFeS is
a prolog-like programming language that can handle typed feature structures, on which various natural
language processing programs are implemented. By using LiLFeS, we aim to seamlessly incorporate
the ontology into natural language processing systems. A part of the ontology is shown in Figure 2.

name<-[bot]+[LING_REAL\string]. %LING_REAL: linguistic realization

substance<-[name].

role<-[name]+[EVENT\biological_event].

protein<-[substance]./ constr\(LING_REAL\’protein’).

enzyme<-[protein,role] + [ACTIVE_CENTER\protein_substructure,SUBSTRATE\substance]./

constr\(LING_REAL\’enzyme’ & ACTIVE_CENTER\WHOLE\$0 &

EVENT\(enzymic_event&ENZYME\$0).

Figure 2: Ontology Representation in LiLFeS Language.

3 Conclusion

We have started to implement an ontology for biological reaction events. The ontology will be used in
combination with natural language processing systems to extract knowledge on biological events and
help make the entries of biological reaction databases.
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